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ABSTRACT: Charge storage in electrochemical double-layer
capacitors (EDLCs) is via the adsorption of electrolyte counterions
in their positive and negative electrodes under an applied potential.
This study investigates the EDLC-type charge storage in carbon
nanotubes (CNT) electrodes in aqueous acidic (NaHSO4), basic
(NaOH), and neutral (Na2SO4) electrolytes of similar cations but
different anions as well as similar anions but different cations
(Na2SO4 and Li2SO4) in a two-electrode Swagelok-type cell
configuration. The physicochemical properties of ions, such as
mobility/diffusion and solvation, are correlated with the charge
storage parameters. The neutral electrolytes offer superior charge
storage over the acidic and basic counterparts. Among the studied
ions, SO4

2− and Li+ showed the most significant capacitance owing to their larger solvated ion size. The charge stored by the anions
and cations follows the order SO4

2− > HSO4
− > OH− and Li+ > Na+, respectively. Consequently, the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT cell

displayed outstanding charge storage indicators (operating voltage ∼0−2 V, specific capacitance ∼122 F·g−1, specific energy ∼67 W
h·kg−1, and specific power ∼541 W·kg−1 at 0.5 A·g−1) than the other cells, which could light a red light-emitting diode (2.1 V) for
several minutes. Besides, the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device showed exceptional rate performance with a capacitance retention of
∼95% at various current densities (0.5−2.5 A·g−1) after 6500 cycles. The insights from this work could be used to design safer
electrochemical capacitors of high energy density and power density.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical energy storage systems are considered as eco-
friendly energy technologies concerning a clean atmosphere
and environment. In an electrochemical energy storage system,
we can use chemical energy to provide electrical energy as per
our needs without any environmental pollution.1−3 In these
conditions, electrochemical capacitors have captivated the
energy storage technology due to their excellent life cycle
stability and higher power density compared to electro-
chemical batteries.4,5 Electrochemical capacitors based on
activated carbon as electrode materials have been commer-
cialized due to their high specific surface area, long life cycle
stability, and low cost, although activated carbon suffers from
its low electrical conductivity.6−9 Therefore, electrode
materials based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (cylindrical
graphitic structure contributes to high electron mobility) will
be suitable for next-generation electrochemical capacitors due
to their higher electrical conductivity than activated carbon.10

The mechanical strength of CNTs is very high (Young’s
modulus ∼34 GPa), and the electrodes based on CNTs also
suppress the volume change upon cycling.10 Likewise,
electrochemical capacitor’s energy density (E = 1/2CV2) is
directly proportional to its specific capacitance and the square

of the operational voltage window.3 The stability of the
operational voltage window depends on the electrochemical
properties of the electrolyte; consequently, optimizing electro-
lytes is an effective way to harvest high energy density-based
electrochemical capacitors.
Additionally, electrolytes help in balancing and transferring

charges between two electrodes; therefore, they play a very
significant and crucial role in electrochemical capacitors.3,11,12

The internal structure of electrode materials and the state of
electrode−electrolyte interface are significantly affected by the
interaction between the electrode and electrolyte during
electrochemical processes.13 Therefore, the choice of the
electrolyte is very crucial for the safety and high performance
of electrochemical capacitors. On the other hand, the
performance of electrochemical capacitors is decided not
only by the exposed surface of the electrode materials but also
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by the matching degree between the pore size distribution of
the carbon electrode and the size of solvated ions in the
electrolyte.14,15 Various research groups have studied the
electrolytes for an electrochemical double-layer capacitor
(EDLC) system in numerous application conditions.16−18

Aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes are two major types of
electrolytes in the EDLC system.14,19−21 Non-aqueous electro-
lytes (such as organic and ionic liquids) have been used in
commercial electrochemical capacitors due to their high
operational voltage window.22 However, they have low charge
storage capacity and cycle stability due to their low ionic
conductivity, large molecule radius, and high viscosity.22,23

Moreover, their competitiveness is also weak due to their safety
(volatility and inflammability) and high cost. On the other
hand, aqueous electrolytes have low viscosity, high ionic
conductivity, and small ionic radius, which further help them
to improve the power capability and cycle stability of an
electrochemical capacitor.23 The charge storage performances
of some CNT-based electrochemical capacitors are shown in
Table 1.
Carbon-based electrochemical capacitors and various

aqueous electrolytes24,25 have been studied with same anions26

but with different cations.27 However, to the best of our
knowledge, the effects of aqueous electrolytes (same cations
with different anions and same anions with different cations)
on CNT-based electrochemical capacitors have not been
studied. This study investigates difference in the EDLC-type
charge storage process in CNT electrodes in aqueous acidic
(NaHSO4), basic (NaOH), and neutral (Na2SO4) electrolytes
of similar cations but different anions as well as similar anions
but different cations (Na2SO4 and Li2SO4) in a two-electrode
Swagelok-type cell configuration. In addition, because of the
diverse range of electrode materials and potential window
quantification criteria, a direct comparison between reports in

the literature is not feasible. For meaningful comparisons, it is
necessary to study the effect of various anions with the same
cation on the specific energy of EDLCs made of the same
electrode materials (CNTs) and characterized with the same
potential window quantification method. The objective of the
current work is to understand the electrochemical behavior of
the four different types of aqueous electrolytes (acidic, neutral,
and basic) in the presence of microporous CNTs as a model
system because of the uniformity, porosity, and high degree of
interconnectedness of their mesopores. The CNT//Li2SO4//
CNT device (0−2 V) showed an exceptional rate performance
with a capacitance retention of ∼96% at various current
densities (0.5−2.5 A·g−1) after 6500 cycles. The CNT//
Li2SO4//CNT device was also able to light up a red light-
emitting diode (LED, 2.1 V) for more than 2 min.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Materials Preparation and Characterization.

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium sulfate (Na2SO4), lithium
sulfate (Li2SO4), and sodium bisulfate (NaHSO4) were
purchased from Penta, Czech Republic, and TUBALL CNTs
were provided by OCSiAl, Germany. The chemicals and
reagents were used as such without further purification. First, 3
g of SWCNTs was dispersed in concentrated H2SO4 (600 mL,
96 wt %) by mechanical stirring (300 rpm), and 0.5 g of
KMnO4 was added in five portions over 30 min. The above
reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 h
before being purged in 5 L of deionized water. Oxidized
SWCNTs were decanted three times, then separated by
suction filtering, rinsed with deionized water three times, and
washed with ethanol three times before being baked in a
vacuum oven at room temperature for 50 h. Using an
Ultraturrax T18 dispersing equipment, the separated SWCNTs

Table 1. Electrochemical Performance of Some CNT-Based Electrochemical Capacitors (Full Device)

electrolytes electrodes

specific
capacitance
(F·g−1)

energy density
(W h·kg−1)

power density
(kW·kg−1)

cell
voltage
(V) refs

1 M H2SO4 aqueous MWCNT film on PET (CNT//CNT) 39 (20 mV·s−1) 0.02 58 1 28
LiClO4/EC:DEC:DMC CNT film (CNT//CNT) 35 43.7 197.3 3 29
1 M TEABF4/PC organic CNT film (CNT//CNT) 23 (100 A·g−1) 4.2 55 1.5 30
LiPF6/EC:DMC:EMC CNT film (CNT//CNT) 28.5 2 31
1 M Et4NBF4/PC organic DWCNT/TWCNT and long MWCNT

(CNT//CNT)
59.1 F
(10 mV·s−1)

35 3 4 32

TBAPF6/PMMA/PC/ACN SWCNT film on PDMS (CNT//CNT) 34.2 (0.63 A·g−1) 18 21.1 2 33
PVA/H3PO4 and
LiPF6/EC:DEC

printed SWCNT film on PET
(CNT//CNT)

120 6 23 and 70 1 and 3 34

1 M TEABF4/PC organic CNT film on PDMS (CNT//CNT) 54 5.2 3−4 1.5 35
PVA/H2SO4 aqueous gel CNT film on PDMS (CNT//CNT) 53 32 0.8 36
1 M TEABF4/PC organic CNT film on PDMS (CNT//CNT) 44 1.5 37
LiClO4/EC:DEC:DMC CNT film on PET (CNT//CNT) 22.5 12.5 13.9 2.0 38
PVDF-HFP/EMIMTFSI sprayed SWCNT film on metal coated

PDMS (CNT//CNT)
51.8 15.7 1.48 3 39

6 M KOH N-doped CNTs 336 17.2 300 1.2 40
PVA-H3PO4 N,S-doped CNTs 195.2 0.8 41
EhNBF4/PC N−C nanotube 252 30 625 2.5 42
1 M NaHSO4 aqueous CNT//CNT ∼41 (at 0.5 A·g−1) ∼13 ∼3.7 1.5 this

work
1 M Na2SO4 aqueous CNT//CNT ∼56 (at 0.5 A·g−1) ∼31 ∼5 2 this

work
1 M NaOH aqueous CNT//CNT ∼27 (at 0.5 A·g−1) ∼4 ∼2.6 1 this

work
1 M Li2SO4 CNT//CNT ∼122 (at

0.5 A·g−1)
∼67 ∼541 2 this

work
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Figure 1. (a) Structure of CNTs; (b) structure of anions and cations of electrolytes (NaHSO4, Na2SO4, Li2SO4, and NaOH) investigated in this
study; and (c) schematic illustration of fabrication of symmetric electrochemical capacitors.

Figure 2. (a,b) SEM images, (c) XRD pattern, (d) Raman, and (e) XPS spectra of CNTs.
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were dispersed in deionized water (2.5 g/L) for 1 h at a speed
of 12,000 rpm. Four different types of aqueous electrolytes
including acidic, basic, and neutral were prepared by using
NaHSO4, NaOH, Na2SO4, and Li2SO4 salts as the solute and
deionized water as the solvent. A 1 M concentration of each
electrolyte has been prepared and used to make a complete
device with CNTs as the electrode material. The morphology
of CNTs was investigated using a scanning electron micro-
scope (Tescan MAIA 3) equipped with an energy-dispersive
spectrometer (Oxford Instruments, England). The X-ray
diffractometer (Bruker D8 with Cu Kα radiation, Germany)
was used to determine the crystal structure of CNTs. Raman
spectroscopy (using a 532 nm laser, Renishaw, England) and
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, SPECS, Germany)
were used to identify the vibrational mode and surface
composition. The Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface
area analyzer was used to examine the specific surface area,
pore volume, and pore size of the samples.
2.2. Device Fabrication. The fabrication of the CNT//

aqueous electrolyte//CNT device is shown graphically in
Figure 1c. For the CNT electrodes, the symmetric electro-
chemical capacitors were fabricated without the use of any
conductivity agent (Super P), binder, ionic solvent (NMP),
and so forth. In a two-electrode setup with a Teflon Swagelok-

type cell, the electrochemical performance of the CNT
electrodes was evaluated. To ensure appropriate ion soaking,
the CNT film was cut into 1 × 1 cm2 pieces (mass = 1.5 mg
per electrode) and immersed in aqueous electrolytes for 5−10
min. After 10 min, the electrodes were removed from the
electrolyte solution and mounted in a Teflon Swagelok-type
cell to fabricate the CNTs//aqueous electrolyte//CNTs
device. The electrochemical characterization of a two-electrode
system was studied using an Autolab PGSTAT204 (Eco
Chemie, Utrecht, The Netherlands). The electrochemical
characterization was performed at room temperature using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), galvanostatic
charge−discharge (GCD), and cyclic voltammetry (CV). CV
and GCD were performed in a potential operational window
ranging from 0 to 2 V at different scan rates (10−100 mV·s−1)
and current densities (0.35−2.5 A·g−1). EIS measurements
were recorded using an open-circuit potential at 10 mV in the
frequency range of 10 mHz to 100 kHz.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphological, Structural, and Compositional

Analysis of CNTs. Figure 2a,b shows the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of CNTs. The surface of the CNTs
shows a rough morphology at lower magnification, consisting

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of cyclic voltammograms of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and CNT//NaOH//CNT full devices at
100 mV·s−1. (b) Calculated CS for CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full devices
at various scan rates. (c−f) CV graphs of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full
devices at various scan rates.
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of long hair, very dense, and fiber-like structures that are
irregularly packed with one another. Higher magnification
images, on the other hand, showed that the surface comprises a
network of interconnecting fibers with a porous structure,
densely packed together in a weave-like orientation. The
porous structure of the CNTs can further help in improving
the ion storage and diffusion. Figure 2c shows the powder X-
ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of CNTs. At 2θ = ∼24°, a
broad and asymmetric (0 0 2) diffraction peak corresponding
to amorphous carbon was observed. Despite the presence of
amorphous carbon in the CNTs, the crystallinity of the
SWCNTs was demonstrated by the increased intensity of the
(1 0 1) diffraction plane at 2θ = ∼44.5°, which reflected the
atomic structure of the rolled-up graphene sheets. Further
evidence of the crystallinity of the SWCNT samples was
revealed by the presence of peaks at 2θ = ∼63.8 and ∼77.9°,
which was associated with the (1 1 0) and (1 1 0) planes. The
Raman spectra of CNTs are shown in Figure 2d. The spectra
exhibit a very sharp peak in the G band at 1578 cm−1 and a
smaller peak in the D band at 1348 cm−1 that corresponds to
carbonaceous materials. The D band (1348 cm−1) results from
the sp3 vibrations of disordered and defected carbon atoms,
whereas the G band (1578 cm−1) results from the sp2 vibration
of carbon atoms in a 2D hexagonal lattice.43 The graphitization
of the carbon matrix was revealed by the sharp and narrow G
band (full width at half-maximum 15.5 cm−1) as expected for
SWCNTs. The intensity ratio of G and D bands identifies the
ratio of sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms, which also provides
information about the degree of disordered domains in CNTs.
As a result, the defect density ratio of the CNTs is decreased
(IG/ID = 0.046). The defect density ratio values are much
below unity, indicating that the matrix has a high graphitization
level. The XPS examination provided additional confirmation
of the constitutional elemental composition and bonding
states. The XPS full survey spectrum of CNTs (Figure 2e)
revealed an oxygen content of 13.69% and a carbon content of
86.31%. Figure S1a displays the high-resolution deconvoluted
XPS spectra of C 1s and O 1s of CNTs, which further identify
the current functional groups. Figure S1a illustrates the C 1s
peaks for CNTs, which are designated as C�C, C−OH, C�
O, and O�C−OH at 284.16, 284.77, 286.49, and 287.81 eV,
respectively.44 Figure S1b illustrates the O 1s peaks for CNTs
as O�C and O−C at 533.73 and 532.47 eV, respectively. The
BET surface area of CNTs was examined under a nitrogen
atmosphere, which was confirmed as ∼478 m2/g with a pore
volume and an average pore size of 1.46 mL/g and 4.87 nm,
respectively (Figure S2a,b). The increased surface area results
from the porous interconnect morphology of highly dense fiber
and long hair-like assemblies that are arbitrarily overflowing
with each other.
3.2. Electrochemical Measurements. The electrochem-

ical properties of CNT//aqueous electrolytes//CNT devices
were investigated at various current densities, operational
voltages, and scan rates by assembling two-electrode symmetric
cells. Furthermore, to verify the broad applicability of the
CNT//aqueous electrolytes//CNT device, the red (2.1 V)
LED was lighted up only by neutral electrolytes (CNT//
Li2SO4//CNT). The CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device has shown
an excellent electrochemical performance than CNT//
Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and CNT//
NaOH//CNT devices. Figure 3a shows the comparison of
CV curves for CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//
CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full

devices at a scan rate of 100 mV·s−1. An EDLC behavior of all
devices is shown by the rectangular shape of CV graphs. The
CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device has shown a higher area under
the CV curve than CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//
CNT, and CNT//NaOH//CNT devices, which evidently
specifies an enhancement in charge storage. The CNT//
Li2SO4//CNT and CNT//Na2SO4//CNT devices have
displayed a wide voltage window (0−2 V), which further
improves their electrochemical properties. Specifically, the
CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device displayed a higher specific
capacitance (CS ∼ 225 F·g−1) at a scan rate of 10 mV·s−1 in
comparison to CS ∼ 103 F·g−1 for CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CS
∼ 71.5 F·g−1 for CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and CS ∼ 49.5 F·g−1

for CNT//NaOH//CNT devices at the same scan rate.
Furthermore, the porous CNTs also assist in easy ion diffusion
and offer more space for ion storage. From Figure 3b and
Table S1, it can be seen that the CS value decreases with the
increase in scan rates for all the devices. Figure 3f shows the
CV profile of the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device at various scan
rates (10−100 mV/s). It is noticeable that even at a higher
scan rate, the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device maintains its
rectangular shape of the CV curve, which indicates an excellent
stability of this device even at higher scan rates. The CV curves
at various scan rates for CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//
NaHSO4//CNT, and CNT//NaOH//CNT devices are
displayed in Figure 3c−e, respectively.
All the electrolytes (acidic, basic, and neutral) completely

dissociate in water into the cations (Na+ and Li+) and anions
(HSO4

−, OH−, and SO4
2−) as shown in Figure 1b. The ionic

mobility, ionic radius, hydrated ionic radius, and molar ionic
conductivity of the electrolyte ions in an aqueous solution are
shown in Table 2. The physical properties such as solvation

energies, diffusion coefficient, and solvent−solvent, ion−
solvent, and ion−ion interactions are also significant because
they directly influence the operational voltage window,
capacitance, and charge propagation of an electrochemical
cell. Neutral electrolyte (CNT//Li2SO4//CNT and CNT//
Na2SO4//CNT)-based devices displayed a higher potential
window (2 V) than acidic (NaHSO4, 1.5 V) and alkaline
(NaOH, 1 V) electrolytes. The reason behind the higher
potential window for neutral electrolytes is the very low
concentration of OH− and H+ ions which further decrease the
hydrogen and oxygen evolution.12 Thus, the potential window
is in the following order: Li2SO4 = Na2SO4 > NaHSO4 >
NaOH. The mechanism for cation and anion charging/
discharging processes is displayed in Figure 4a−d. The
electrochemical capacitors showed remarkable changes in
capacitance and current response only by changing the anions
and cations of electrolytes that may be due to the difference in
the physical properties of electrolytes, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Ionic Mobility, Molar Ionic Conductivity, Ionic
Radius, and Hydrated Ionic Radius of the Electrolyte Ions
in an Aqueous Solution at 298 K25,45

ion

ionic
radius
(Å)

hydrated
sphere

radius (Å)
ionic mobility

(10−8 m2 s−1 V−1)

molar ionic
conductivity

(mS m2 mol−1)

Na+ 1.02 3.58 5.19 5.01
Li+ 0.60 3.82 4.01 3.86
HSO4

− 1.84 2.21 5.18 5.00
SO4

2‑ 2.58 3.79 8.29 16.00
OH− 1.33 3.00 20.64 19.91
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The order of hydrated anionic and cationic radius is SO4
2−−

H2O > OH−−H2O > HSO4
−−H2O and Li+−H2O > Na+−

H2O. It can also be clearly noticed that the lithium cation and
the sulfate anion have larger hydrated sphere radius due to

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of mobility of various anions and cations (hydrated ions) from an electrolyte medium to CNT electrodes at the
time of charging and discharging processes. (a−d) CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//
CNT full devices; the mobility of hydrated ions depends on their hydrated sphere radius (Å).

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of GCD curves of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT
full devices at 0.5 A·g−1. (b) Calculated CS values for CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//
Li2SO4//CNT full devices at various current densities. (c−f) GCD graphs of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//
CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full devices at various current densities.
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their strong Li+−H2O and SO4
2−−H2O interactions caused by

the large surface charge density. In EDLCs, simple charging
and discharging of the electrical double layer do not need very
high ion mobility as compared to pseudocapacitive systems.
Once the ions of the electrolyte filled the porous structure of
the electrode, the ions already present nearby the interface of
the electrolyte/electrode are pushed off and attracted from the
electrode on a small distance. Therefore, high mobility might
create a problem for efficient and fast charge propagation. The
results obtained here in this study proved clearly this
assumption as shown in Figure 4a−d. As discussed above,
the best results obtained for the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device
might be due to ion dimensions and the potential window.
However, it is rather difficult to accurately define the number
of water molecules around the anions and cations. The highest
capacitance values obtained for the biggest and most solvated
cations and anions, that is, Li+ and SO4

2− being surrounded by
more water molecules, might be explained by their poor
mobility and low diffusion coefficient. As discussed earlier, they
remain near the electrode/electrolyte interface during
discharging and then quickly appear at this interface during
charging as shown in Figure 4a,b. Higher mobilities and

diffusion coefficients describe both HSO4
− and OH− anions;

consequently, they can migrate into the electrolyte bulk during
discharging, and their return to the electrode/electrolyte
interface during charging might not be so fast. The same
trend can be seen for cations (Li+ and Na+) as shown in Figure
4c,d, although they have the same anion but different cations;
therefore, CNT//Li2SO4//CNT showed enhanced electro-
chemical performance than CNT//Na2SO4//CNT.
The charge/discharge studies further confirmed the

excellent electrochemical behavior of the CNT//Li2SO4//
CNT device as displayed in Figure 5a−f. Figure 5a shows the
comparison of GCD curves for CNT//Li2SO4//CNT, CNT//
Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and CNT//
NaOH//CNT devices. The shape of the GCD curves is
triangular due to their EDLC-type charge storage mechanism
present in carbon-based materials. The CNT//Li2SO4//CNT
device showed a higher CS value (∼122 F·g−1 at 0.5 A·g−1)
than CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and
CNT//NaOH//CNT devices (CS = ∼55, ∼40, and ∼27 F·
g−1 at 0.5 A g−1). The reason for the higher CS value for the
CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device is already discussed in Figure
4a−d, also due to the porous structure of CNTs, which provide

Figure 6. (a) Comparison of EIS of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full
devices. (b) Energy density of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full devices at
various current densities. (c) Energy density vs power density of CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, CNT//NaOH//CNT, and
CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full devices at various current densities. Calculated CS values vs number of cycles for (d) CNT//NaHSO4//CNT and
CNT//Na2SO4//CNT full devices at 0.5 A·g−1, and (e) CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device at various current densities. (f) Lighting of a 2.1 V, 20 mA,
10 mm red LED by the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full device after charging at 0.5 A·g−1.
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more space for ion accumulation at the time of charging. With
the increase in current density, the specific capacitance
decreases as displayed in Figure 5b and Table S2 for all four
devices. Additionally, Figure 5c−f shows the GCD behavior for
all the four devices at various current densities.
EIS measurement was performed to study the electrode/

electrolyte (electrical resistance and charge transfer resistance)
interface at a frequency of 100 mHz to 100 kHz with an
amplitude of 5 mV as shown in Figure 6a. The Warburg
impedance and Nyquist plots help to understand the
electrode’s interfacial resistance. Generally, lower charge-
transfer resistance and good electrical conductivity are
identified by the smaller diameter of the semicircle.46 The
CNT//NaOH//CNT and CNT/NaHSO4//CNT devices
showed a smaller semicircle than the other two devices, as
shown in the insets of Figure 6a. The CNT//NaOH//CNT
and CNT//NaHSO4//CNT devices also have low equivalent
series resistance (∼0.2 Ω and 0.5 Ω) than CNT//Na2SO4//
CNT and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT devices (∼1.5 and ∼1.6 Ω),
which overall denotes the electronic and ionic resistances. The
CNT//NaHSO4//CNT and CNT//NaOH//CNT devices
also have lower RCT values (∼1.3 and ∼1.7 Ω) than CNT//
Na2SO4//CNT and CNT//Li2SO4//CNT devices (∼3.1 and
∼3.4 Ω) because the acidic and basic electrolytes have higher
ionic conductivity than neutral electrolytes due to the
complete and fast dissociation of ions in solvents.47

The potential application of an electrochemical capacitor is
further analyzed by the energy and power densities of the
device. The energy and power densities of all the devices were
calculated by eqs 3 and 4 as given in the Supporting
Information. Figure 6b displays the comparison of energy
density versus current density graphs for all the four devices.
The CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device showed a higher energy
density (∼67 W h·kg−1 at 0.5 A·g−1) than the CNT//
Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and CNT//
NaOH//CNT devices (∼30, ∼13, and ∼4 W h·kg−1 at 0.5
A·g−1), and the energy density decreases with the increase in
current density as shown in Figure 6b for all the four devices.
The achieved energy densities are far better than the energy
densities reported in the literature. As can be seen from Table
S3, the assembled electrochemical capacitor has shown good
energy densities with various current densities. Figure 6c
displays the comparison graph for the energy and power
densities for all the four devices, where the energy densities
decrease with the increase in power densities. The CNT//
Li2SO4//CNT device showed high energy and power densities
than CNT//Na2SO4//CNT, CNT//NaHSO4//CNT, and
CNT//NaOH//CNT devices.

In addition to high energy and power densities,48 a stable
and long life cycle is also very crucial for a superior
electrochemical capacitor. The cycling stability is a vital factor
to analyze the performance of energy storage devices. At a
potential window of 0−2 and 0−1.5 V, the cycle stability of the
CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device is measured at various current
densities (0.5−2.5 A·g−1) for 6500 cycles, and CNT//
Na2SO4//CNT and CNT//NaHSO4//CNT devices are
measured at 0.5 A·g−1 for 1100 and 500 cycles, respectively.
As illustrated in Figure 6e, the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device
possesses an initial capacitance of ∼122 F·g−1 and maintains
∼115 F·g−1 after 6500 cycles at 0.5 A·g−1 (ca. 95% of
capacitance retention), whereas the CNT//Na2SO4//CNT
device possesses an initial capacitance of 55.5 F·g−1 and
maintains 48.85 F·g−1 after 1100 cycles at 0.5 A·g−1 (ca. 91.5%
of capacitance retention). An increase in specific capacitance
from 1.5 to 2.5 A·g−1 compared to 1 A·g−1 could be due to the
electrode−electrolyte stabilization and activation of more
pores during the charge−discharge process as shown in Figure
6e.49 Figure 6d illustrates that the CNT//NaHSO4//CNT
device possesses an initial capacitance of 40.6 F·g−1 and
maintains 35.85 F·g−1 after 500 cycles at 1 A·g−1 (ca. 96.5% of
capacitance retention), denoting outstanding cycle stability
too. Remarkably, investigation of the electrochemical stability
of the full device at a higher current density of 2.5 A·g−1

showed that the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device has excellent
potential for higher energy storage application in the studied
potential window. The lighting of a 2.1 V, 20 mA, 10 mm red
LED by CNT//Li2SO4//CNT and CNT//Na2SO4//CNT
devices after charging at 0.5 A·g−1 for more than 2 min is
shown in Figure 6f. The CNT//NaHSO4//CNT and CNT//
NaOH//CNT devices are not able to light up the LED
because of their low operational voltage widow, which is 1.5
and 1 V. The CV and GCD graphs at various scan rates and
current densities for the CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device after
6500 cycles are shown in Figure 7a,b. Even after the stability
test, all the devices showed the same trend for electrochemical
behavior, which confirms the good stability of the device even
after higher current densities. The specific capacitance
decreases with the increase in scan rate and current density
as shown in Figure 7a,b. At a lower scan rate (0.5 A·g−1), the
device showed lower overpotential (higher charging time as
compared to discharging time) as can be seen in Figure 7b,
which may be due to the slight impairment in the structure of
CNTs or the electrode−electrolyte destabilization after 6500
cycles. In addition, slight changes in the shape of CV curve
have also been noticed after the stability test as displayed in
Figure 7a.

Figure 7. (a,b) CV and GCD graphs for CNT//Li2SO4//CNT full device after 6500 cycles.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrated the charge storage mechanism
of binder-free electrochemical capacitors in aqueous electro-
lytes. The physicochemical properties of ions (such as
mobility/diffusion and solvation) and their impact on the
electrochemical capacitor behavior have been studied. The
CNT//Li2SO4//CNT device showed excellent electrochem-
ical performance than the other three devices. The reason
attributes to the fact that the simple charging and discharging
of the electrical double layer in EDLCs do not need very high
ion mobility. The ions already present at the electrode/
electrolyte interface are attracted to and pushed off from the
electrode at a short distance when the electrolyte well saturates
on porous electrodes. Hence, high mobility might aggravate
fast and efficient charge propagation. The results obtained here
in this study proved clearly this assumption as shown in Figure
4a−d. The charge stored by the anions and cations follows the
sequence SO4

2− > HSO4
− > OH− and Li+ > Na+. The CNT//

Li2SO4//CNT device with an operating voltage of 0−2 V
exhibits an excellent rate performance with a capacitance
retention of 95% at 0.5 A·g−1 after 6500 cycles as compared to
acidic and basic electrolytes. The neutral medium seems to be
a quite fascinating electrolyte solution for electrochemical
capacitors. The electrochemical capacitor was also able to light
up a red LED (2.1 V) for more than 2 min. However, the
present conclusions are based on a single electrode type
(CNT); more studies employing electrodes of different
chemistry and surface properties are required to draw a
complete picture.
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